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Context Free Grammars and Languages Pumping Lemma for CFL's: Theorem: Let L be any CFL. Then there is a constant n, depending on L, such that if z is in L and |z| > n, then we may write z = uvwxy such that 1) |vx| > 1, 2) |vwx| < n and 3) for all i > 0 uviwxiy is in L. Proof: Let L be the CFL Let G be the CNF grammar generating L We consider any string z in L Let the grammar G have k variables, we can take n = 2k Let z be the string in L, |z| > n Now the parse tree for z must have a path of length atleast k+1 In the longest path of z atleast one variable must appear more than once Let P be the longest path in the parse tree of z There must be two vertices v1, v2 in the path P, satisfying the following properties 1) v1 and v2 have identical label 2) vertex v1 is closer to root, vertex v2 is closer to leaf Now let us take the subtree T1 whose root is v1 and T2 whose root is v2. Now let us take z1 as yield of T1 and z2 as yield of T2. Now z1 can be divided into three parts z1 =z3z2z4, such that z3 and z4 both cannot be ∈ but one of them may be ∈. Now we can show that z, parse tree T, parse tree T1, parse tree T2, with an example in the following way A  BC / a, B BA / b, C  BA Here k =3, n =2k = 8 Let z = bbbbbaba A |z| > n = 8 z1 = bbbba C B z1 = z3z2z4 z1 = bbbb a B A v z3 z2 B A 1 z4 = ∈ a b * bbbba i.e. A  * zzz b C A  B 3 2 4 G G * A A  z3Az4 b B G B * T C  A z3z3Az4z4 1 b B G * z z z Az z z b A v2 B A  3 3 3 4 4 4 G Path P . b a . T2 . * z iAz i A  3 4 G Now the original string z can be divided as follows z = b bbbba ba u z1 y



z = uz3z2z4y, we rename the substring z3, z2, z4 as v, w, x respectively z = uvwxy Now we observe that uviwxiy ∈ L ∀ i > 0 and |vx| > 1 |vwx| < n Hence the theorem. Closure properties of CFL: Theorem: Context free languages are closed under union, concatenation and kleene closure. Proof: Let L1, L2 are two CFL's generated by grammars G1 (V1, T1, P1, S1), G2 (V2, T2, P2, S2) Let us assume that variables in G1 and G2 are disjoint. Union: For L1 U L2 we can construct a grammar G3 (V1UV2US, T1UT2, P1U P2US  S1 | S2, S) Now any derivation from G3 will begin with S i.e. we can start with * w (or) S  S  * w S  S1  1 2 2 G3 G3 We also observe that w1, w2 is in the language L1UL2. So G3 is the CFG for L1UL2 Concatenation: For L1L2 we can construct a grammar G4 (V1UV2US, T1UT2, P1UP2US  S1S2, S) Now any derivation from G4 will begin with S i.e. we can start with * wS  * ww S  S1S2  1 2 1 2 G4 G4 We also observe that w1w2 is in the language L1L2. So G4 is the CFG for L1L2. Kleene closure: For L1* we can construct a grammar G5 (V1US, T1, P1US  SS1 | S1S | ∈, S) Now any derivation from G5 will begin with S i.e. we can start with * w (or) S  S S  * w S  SS1  1 1 1 G5 G5 We also observe that w1 is in the language L1*. So G5 is the CFG for L1*. So CFL's are closed under union, concatenation and kleene closure. Theorem: Context free languages are closed under intersection and complementation. Proof: Intersection: Let L1 = {aibicj / i, j > 1} L2 = {aibjcj / i, j > 1} are two CFL's L1 = {abc, aabbc, abcc, aabbcc, ….} L2 = {abc, aabc, abbcc, aaabbbccc, …} L1 ∩ L2 = {abc, aabbcc, aaabbbccc, ….} L1 ∩ L2 = { aibici / i > 1} It is not CFL we can prove it by using pumping lemma. So CFL's are not closed under intersection. Complementation: Let us assume that CFL's are closed under complementation. From Demorgan's law L1 ∩ L2 = ∑* - [(∑* - L1) U (∑* - L2)], L1, L2 are CFL's * ̅ ̅ ̅ ̅ = ∑ - [𝐿1 U 𝐿2], 𝐿1, 𝐿2 are CFL's = ∑* - L3, L3 is CFL = 𝐿̅3, 𝐿̅3 is also CFL. But L1 ∩ L2 is not a CFL, so our assumption fails which is a contradiction. So CFL's are not closed under complementation.
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